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INTRODUCTION 
Let the field K be an abelian extension of the rational field Q. The Schur 
group of K, S(K), consists of those classes in the Brauer group of K which 
contain an algebra isomorphic to a simple component of a rational group 
algebra QG for some finite group G. 
In a recent paper [4], Janusz determined the possible Hasse invariants of a 
set of generators for S(K), , the p-primary part of S(K), where p was an 
odd prime or p was 2 and the fourth roots of unity were in K. For p an odd 
prime, this information led to a decomposition for S(K), . In this paper we 
shall carry out this project in the case where p = 2 and the fourth roots of 
unity are not in K. Unfortunately S(K), d oes not decompose nicely. Examples 
of this may be found in [4, 5, or 61. 
Let [A] denote the class of the central simple K-algebra A in the Brauer 
group of K. I f  p is a prime of K then inv,[A] will mean the Hasse invariant of 
[K, ox A], where K, is the completion of K at 9. 
It was shown by Benard and Schacher [2] that if m is the index of [A]ES(K), 
then E, , a primitive mth root of unity, is in K. Moreover, if (T E Gal(K/Q) and 
a(~,) = E,~, then 
inv, [A] = a invVcm) [A] mod 1 
for all primes v  of K. An immediate consequence of this result is that the 
index of K, OK A is equal to the index of K,, @ A, where [A] E S(K), 
whenever v  and v’ divide the same rational prime p. This common index is 
called the p-local index of [A]. 
Thus if the field K does not contain the fourth roots of unity, then the local 
indices of an algebra class [A] E S(K), must be either 1 or 2. The Hasse 
invariants of [A] are thus completely determined by the local indices of [A]. 
It is known [2] that a class [A] in the Brauer group of a field K is in S(K) 
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if and only if it contains a cyclotomic algebra. That is, a crossed-product 
algebra of the form 
N%>/K 4 = c K(%)% > u E G, 
where cm. is a primitive mth root of unity, G is the Galois group of K(~~)/li;; 
and a is a factor set whose values are roots of unity in K(E,). The multiplica- 
tion in such an algebra is given by 
for x E K(E,) and u, 7 E G. We may assume that ur commutes with all of 
the u, . 
Let L = Q(tn) be the smallest cyclotomic field containing K. We may 
assume that n is either odd or divisible by 4. Let p be any rational prime. It 
was proved in [5] that S(K), is generated by the classes containing algebras 
of the form (L(E,)/K, a) where (II has values in the group of p-power roots of 
unity in L(E,), q is either 4 or an odd prime, and q does not divide n. It is the 
local indices of these algebras which we shall actually compute. 
In Section 1 we describe factor sets in a convenient way. In Sections 2 and 3 
the calculations of the local indices are made. 
1. DESCRIPTION OF A FACTOR SET 
In this section we shall consider the following situation. 
K is an abelian extension of Q, Ed $ K, 
F = Q(c) is a cyclotomic field containing K, 
W is the group of 2-power roots of unity in F, 
5 is a generator for W, 
2” is the order of W, 
G is the Galois group of F over K, 
C is the Galois group of F over K(c). 
The purpose of this section is to describe H2(W, G) in terms of functions 
y: c x C+{l, -1) which satisfy 
(1) WA I*) = WI, P) w, A 
(2) wb b4 = WI3 4 y-h A 
(3) w?? 4 = 1, 
for all 7, A, p in C. Such functions are called skew pairings. 
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LEMMA 1.1. There are two possibilities for G/C. 
(1) G/C z (u’), where o’(t) = <2r-1 for some Y, 1 < r < s. 
(2) G/C cg (p’) x (u’), where p’(5) = 5-l 
and CT’({) = <2”+1 for some r, 0 < r < s. 
Proof. The group G/C is isomorphic to the Galois group of K(l) over K, 
and hence is isomorphic to a subgroup of the Galois group of Q(t) over Q. 
All subgroups of Gal(Q({)/Q) which do not fix l 4 have one of the forms 
described in the lemma. 
We shall treat these two different cases separately. First suppose that G/C 
is cyclic. Pick an element u in G such that the coset of c in G/C generates 
G/C. Note that e2t E C, where 2t = 2”-’ = 1 G/C /. Let C = (or) x 
<T2> x ... x (T,) be a fixed decomposition of C. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If  [a] is a class in H2(G, W), then there is a skew pairing 
?Pz c x C-(1, -11 associated with [a]. Moreover the crossed-product 
algebra (F/K, a) s C Fv, , 7 E G, where the following conditions hold. 
(Ml) If  q = ~$72 .‘. ~2, where 0 < ti < 1 7i 1, then 
v, = (vJ1(vJ’ . *- (v,$? 
(M2) For q, /* in C, Y’(q, CL) = v~v~v;%;~; 
(M3) (zI~,)~~L~ = l i , i = 1, 2 ,..., k, where l i is in W, 
(M4) (4 voc = v,c for 0 < c < 2t, 
(b) vi” = v,+ if 02$ # 1, 
(c) VZ’ = q,, where q, is in (1, -l} if u2t = 1; 
CM51 v~v,~v;~ = /3iv,i , i = 1, 2 ,..., k, where pi is in W. 
The (ei , &> must satisfy the conditions: 
(M6) Y(& TJ = Biv, i = 1, 2,..., k, where V = ((2?-- 1)“” - 1)/(2r-2); 
(M7) E;‘-~ = ,3jril, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Conversely, if Y is a skew pairing of C x C into { 1, -l}, {ci , pi}, 1 < i < k, 
are eZements which satisfy (M6) and (M7), and E,, is in (1, -l} if 02* = 1, then 
there is a factor set 01 which is determined by conditions (Ml)-(M5). 
Proof. Suppose that (F/K, a) = CFu, . Observe that if v’, = W(T)U, 
where W(T) E W for all T E G, then 
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Thus (F/K, CX) g C Fv, since we have only altered the factor set a: by 
multiplying it by a principal factor set. Clearly all factor sets with values in W 
which are equivalent to OL arise in this way. Thus we must show that the {v,> 
described in the proposition can be obtained by multiplying the u,‘s by 
elements in W. 
First observe that 
when 7 and 7 are in C and W(T) and w(7) are in W. Hence the function Y 
defined in (M2) is independent of the representative of [a] E Ha(G, W) that 
we pick. That Y is a skew pairing follows directly from the commutator 
identities 
(1) [WY, 21 = 4Y, 4 x-Y4 4, 
(2) [x, yzl = [x,yly[x, ~IY-l, and 
(3) [x,x] = 1. 
Noting that u,u,u;%;~ = P(T) is in W for all 7 E C, we see that 
+fyT, 7)) = 0 i n 2 -l -l uuuu unu,, 
= P(T) u&d u,B(T)-‘u;‘P(~)-‘ul, 
= YCT, 7). 
Thus the values of Y are in the subgroup of W fixed by o, namely, (1, -l>. 
Now set v, = u, and vTi = u,( for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. If 7 = 741~2 ... 72, 
where 0 < ti < / ~~ I, then set v? = (v~~)~~(zJ,~)~~ .** (v~?,)$“. This can be done 
since (uT1)tl(~72)t2 ... (uTk)tb = wu, , where w f W is a product of different 
values of 01. Similarly set vu, = voe for 0 < c < 2t. 
Define {ei , pi}, 1 < i < Fz, by (M3) and (M5). The properties (M6) and 
(M7) follow immediately; (M7) by raising the equation vgvu,iv;l = /QJ,~ to 
the / 7’i jth power, and (M6) by raising /3$~, = v~~v~v;~’ to the 2tth power. 
We are left with showing that we can arrange the {v,} so that (M4)(b) and 
(M4)(c) hold. Let a2t = 7 E C. There is an element h E W such that vi”” = hv, . 
IfT=l,wemaysetEa= A and, since (T must fix A in this case, (M4)(c) is 
satisfied. 
Suppose now that 7 = &$ ... T:;. We have 
xv, = v&~t)v;l = u(X) v,v,v,l = A2’-l fi pit”vv . 
i=l 
Thus 
jp”-2 = fi pp. 
i=l 
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Since every value of Y is in {&l>, there are elements wij E W such that 
Y(T, , TV) = wfi-‘. We may assume that wii = w;t and that wii = 1. 
Letting Y = 2s-1X, we have from (M6) that 
K’” = Y(T), TJ = fi Y(Tj , Tip = (A d:)28-1. 
j=l j=l 
Every 2s-lth root of unity is a square in W, so there are elements fi in W 
such that 
where Y = X-l mod 2$. Thus 
where N = 2r-l - 1. Let 2 = N-l mod 2”, then 
for some p E W. Set 
v,* = p-=v, 
We now have 
and v; = &zv,, . 
The (v,,*> satisfy conditions (Ml)-(M7). 
For the converse, assume that Y: C x C + { 1, - 1) is a skew pairing and 
that the elements {Q , pi} satisfy (M6) and (M7). If  oZt = 1, then there is also 
an element E* in (1, -1). 
By using conditions (Ml), (M2), and (M3) we may define an algebra 
(w‘m 4 = cw 3 7 E C. Further, we may extend ae to a function 
a: G x G --f W, where 
OI((TylT;” . . . TI”, b h bz bg crTlT2 ‘“Tk 1 
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Conditions (M6) and (M7) ex p ress the consistency conditions on 01 required 
by (M3), VW(a), W4)WT or (M4)(c), and the fact that & is in C. This 
function OL is the required factor set. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 1.3. For any skew pairing Y: C x C + {I, -l} there is a 
factor set a~ on G such that conditions (Ml)-(M7) are satisfied. 
Proof. The elements {pi} and {ci} can always be found in W. 
Now assume that G/C is not cyclic. Pick elements p and u in G such that 
p(c) = 5-r and u(c) = [2r+1. Observe that p2 is in C and 02t is in C, where 
t=s-7. 
LEMMA 1.4. The element p E G may be picked so that either p2 = 1 or 
p2 = 71 , where C = (TV) x ... x (TV) is a decomposition of C. 
Proof. Let C = (ur) X ... x (u& be any decomposition of C into 
cyclic groups of prime power order. Pick an element p,, in G such that 
po(() = 5-l. Now po2 = u$+ ... 02 is in C. If the order of ui is pp where pi 
is odd, then let ri be an integer satisfying 2ri = -ti mod p:i. If the order 
of ui is 2ai and ti is even, then let ri = -tJ2. In the other cases let ri = 0. 
Set p = p0 . u;1a> ..* up. If p2 j- 1, let max{l ~>+~‘i I> = up. Observe that 
jui”jI =IuJ,sowehavethat 
c = <P"> x (4 x **. x (Ujj-J x (Uj+1) x -.* x (ule). 
Fix a decomposition C = (or) x *.. x (T& of C where p2 = 71 . We 
now prove a proposition similar to Proposition 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If [a] is a class in H2(G, W), then there is a skew pairing 
YI C x C + { 1, - l} associated with [a]. Moreover, the crossed-product algebra 
(F/K 4 z C Fv, , 7 E G, where the following conditions hold. 
(Nl) If 7 = T$+.T;:, where 0 < ti < 1~~1, then v,,= (~~~)~l(v~2)~~...(v~~)~b; 
(N2) For 7, h in C, Y(q A) = vqAv;lv;l; 
(N3) (vTi)17iI = ci , i = I, 2 ,..., k, where ci is in W; 
(N4) (a) vUc = v,c for 0 < c < 2t; 
(b) ?I,2 = c if p2 = 1, where E* is in (1, -I}, $” = E,, if u2* = 1, 
where E,, is in W and3 jixed by u; 
(4 v,2 = v,2 ifp” # 1, v,“” = V& ;f & # 1; 
(N5) (a) vpvTI~pl = yivT, , i = 1, 2 ,..., k, where yi is in W; 
(b) I v,v,.v;~ = SivTi , i = 1, 2 ,..., k, where &. is in W; 
(4 vovpv;1 = a@, ) where 6, is in W. 
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The (q , yi , Si} must satisfy the conditions: 
(N6) (a) Y(p”, TV) = 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., k; 
(b) Ybzt, TJ = 6,“fori = 1, 2,..., k, where U = ((1 + 2r)2t- 1)/27; 
(N7) (a) ET’ = r/‘gl for i = 1, 2,..., k; 
(b) E? = SF1 for i = 1, 2, 3 ,*a., k; 
(N8) (a)S,=lifp2#1; 
(b) 6,’ = I$=, rF(, where 02t = ~21~2 ... ~2 # 1; 
(c) Sou = co , where 02t = 1; 
(N9) Si2 = yi2’ for i = 1, 2 ,..., K. 
Conversely, if!? is a skew pairing C X C into { 1, -l}, (Q , yi , Si} 1 < i < k, 
are elements which satisfy (N6)-( N9), E * is in (I, - 1) $ p2 = 1, and q, is in W 
Jixed by u if (J 2t = 1, then there is a factor set c1 determined by conditions 
(Nl)-(N5). 
Proof. The proof of this proposition is essentially the same as that of 
Proposition 1.2. The only point where extra care is required is in showing 
that (N4)(c) is satisfied. 
Let (F/K, 01) s C Fu, , where the (u,} satisfies (Nl)-(N3) and (N5)-(N7). 
Suppose that u02 = h,urI and that uzt = Xu,, , where a2’ = 7 = T>T~ ... T> 
and X, and X are in W. As before we get 
ha(h)-1 = x-2’ = fi 83”. 
i=l 
Let {wij}, 1 < i, j < k, be elements in W which satisfy 
We may assume that wij = w;’ and that wii = 1. Further, (N6)(a) allows us 
to assume that wIi = 1 for all i. 
Set U = 2tX. We get 
Thus for some elements & in W we get 
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where P = X-r mod 2”. In the case where i = 1 we may pick f1 = A;l 
since (No) implies that 
6, = h*a(h*)-l = AG2’. 
We now have that 
Hence there is an element p in W such that 
h = gt JJ 5;““. 
z 
Set 
v, = p-yuo and vri = &‘u,, . 
This choice of {q} satisfies (N4)(c). Condition (N8) now follows from 
(No), and (N9) follows from the associativity of the multiplication of 
v  vD , and v,, . 
‘Th e proof of the converse is the same as in Proposition 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.6. For any skew pairing Y: C x C + { 1, -l} there is a 
factor set pi on G such that conditions (Nl)-(N9) are satisfied. 
2. THE P-LOCAL INDICES WHERE p IS ODD 
In this section we shall compute the possible p-local indices of elements 
in S(K), for all odd primes p. 
We shall keep the notation of the preceding section, and add the following, 
rather extensive, list to it. 
L = Q(c,J is the least cyclotomic field containing K, 
q is either 4 or an odd prime, 
F = L(G), 
p is an odd prime dividing nq, 
q~ is a prime of K dividing p, 
f  = f(p) is the residue class degree of y  over p, 
2s is the power of 2 dividing pf(p) - 1, 
0 = o(p) is a generator of the inertia group of v  in G = Gal(F/K); 
e = e(p) is the order of 8; 
2h is the power of 2 dividing e(p); 
v(p) = max{O, 1 + h - g}. 
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I f  G/C is cyclic then 
u is an element of G whose coset module C generates G/C; 
cr(<) = 527-l for some integer r, 1 < r < 2x; 
u2$ is in C; 
+ = 4(p) is a Frobenius automorphism of p in G; 
+ = cP(P’& ) where 6, is in C; 
V(x) = ((2’ - 1)” - 1)/(2T - 2) for any integer x; 
Y is an integer satisfying Y(2r-l - 1) = 1 mod 2”; 
Z(P) = (y(Pf(p’ - I)/9 - Q(p)); 
X(p) is an integer satisfying X(p) I’(29 = Z(p) mod 2S; 
17(P) = fJ- 2tX(~)f, is an element in G. 
If  G/C is not cyclic then 
p is an element in G such that p(c) = 5-l; 
o is an element in G such that (PC) x (UC) g G/C; 
u(i) = t2’+r for some integer r, 0 < r < s; 
u2t is in C; 
+ = 4(p) is a Frobenius automorphism of q~ in G; 
+=P 
a’(D) uam) 4 p , where 5, is in C; 
V(x) = ((2’ + 1) - 1)/2’ for any integer x; 
Y is an integer satisfying Y(2r-r + 1) = 1 mod 2”-‘; 
Z(p) = (pm - (-l)a’cP’(1 + 27amp7; 
X(p) is an integer satisfying X(p) I’(29 = Z(p) mod 2”; 
7(p) = ,-2cx(n)fD is an element in G. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that 01 is a factor set on G with values in W. Then 
the p-local index of the class [(F/K, IX)] is the order of 
where E,, = a(O, 6) 01(02, 8) *a* ~l(O+-l, 0). 
Proof. This is essentially Yamada’s Theorem 4.3 [7]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 01 be a factor set on G with values in W, and let Y be 
the skew pairing from C x C into (-1, l> determined by 01. Then 
where ~~(a) is a root of unity of order dividing 2”(P). As 01 runs through all 
factor sets with values in W which determine Y, the element &a) runs through 
all the 2”Wh roots of unity. 
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Prooj. Let (F/K, LX) = C Fv, , 7 E G, where {v~} satisfy either conditions 
(Ml)-(M7) or conditions (Nl)-(N9). Since p is an odd prime, B(p) is in C. 
Set B(p) = ~$72 ... ~2. Then 
where p0 is either 1 or - 1 since the values of !?’ are in { - 1, l}. Hence 
@,(a) = (+I, f$)/c@, e))(Es)(pf(P’-l)le(P) 
where Ti = t&W) - 1)/l 7i I. 
Now for at least one value of i, j ~~ / = eti . Let j be one such value. Then 
Tj = (prcn) - 1)/e(p) and so the least nonnegative integer v  such that 2”T, 
is even is r.(p) = max(0, 1 + h - g>. Hence V(P) is the least nonnegative 
integer such that 2y(n)Ti is even for all i = 1, 2, 3,..., k. 
Step 1. When G/C is cyclic, @,(~l) = Y(6, 7) ~~(a). 
From condition (M7) we get 
Thus 
where ,LL~ is a 2”o’)th root of unity. Set ~Jol) = ~~(~~~)(“~‘~‘-l)l~(~). We now 
have 
@,(a) = (vsv,v,lv,l) n p:’ ( 1 Y(Pf(“)-1)/e(P) PLp(4. 
Now 9 = &‘)&, , so 
Hence 
@?I(4 = (rr P~‘)z(p)w> E,)Pn(4. 
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By the definition of the Frobenius automorphism,pf(p) E (2’ - l)a(l’) mod 2”. 
Hence 2s-1 divides Z(p) and so there exists an integer X(p) such that 
X(p) V(2t) = Z(p) mod 2”. Thus 
So finally 
= !P(#X’P), c?(p)). 
@PC4 = WTPh 7(P)) k44 
Step 2. When G/C is not cyclic, @,(a) = Y(B(p), v(p)) Pi. 
From the equation w~v,,~~~zJ;~~~~ = pilyi~T, we get the relation 
q+:! = pp+;l~A, 
Thus 
<yei = (E~~+2)2~~dY /2 
= (Bf”yit,)2u(D)Y(pl(~)-1)/z. 
so 
(2) 
where pL1 is a 2(P)th root of unity. Set f~* = ~.Ll(ll~)(Pf’P’-l)/e(p). Further, 
Hence 
@‘,(4 = JJ ri 
( t*)PtoYpl (n 8~‘~-‘-l)~‘(~)~(u(‘ily(e, ~p)cL*, 
where r = Y(pf(~) - 1)/2. 
From the definition of a Frobenius automorphism we get that pf(p) = 
( -l)a’(p)( 1 + 2r)a(p) mod 2”. Hence 2”(p)(P + a’(p)) = 0 mod 2+l. Thus 
from (N9) we get 
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where p is a 2YWh root of unity. Set ~~(a) = p*p. Now 
@A4 = (n P?) 
l,~'(pf(n)-l-(-l)a'(o)(l+2rtn(n)+l) 
yu(e, tP) PP(cf) 
= n P? ( i z(p)YR E,) k,(E) 
Step 3. Every 2Y(l’)th root of unity can occur as a value of ,U(OI) for some 
factor set a: which determines Y. 
If  h + g, then v(p) = 0 and we are done. So assume that h = g. Let j be 
such that 1 Q-~ i = e(p)tj . Then Tj = pf(I’) - l/e(P) is odd. Switch cj to 
-ej , and call the new factor set 01’. Observe that 01’ does determine Y. Then 
from Eqs. (1) and (2) we observe that ~JoI) = -~~(a’). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We shall now use this theorem to calculate the possible local indices of 
fw), . 
DEFINITION. (a) Let N(p) denote the order of 7(p) in C/C’. 
(b) Let Ni(p) denote the order of B(p) 7(p) in C/P. 
(c) Let N,(p) denote the order of e(p)j(n) in C/P. 
THEOREM 2.3. (A) If p does not divide n, then the maximum p-local index 
of an element in S(K), is max{2y(P), N(p)). 
The cychc algebra D(p) = (K(E& 7, -1) where <T) = Gal(K(c,)/K) has 
p-local index 2*(P) and l-local index 1 for all primes 1 # p. 
The crossed-product algebra B(p, CX) = (L(<,)/K, CY) has p-local index N(p) 
if the skew pairing Y associated with 01 is such that Y(O( p), 7(p)) has order N(p) 
and ~~(01) has order less than N(p). 
(B) If p does divide n, then the maximum p-local index of an element in 
S(K), is maxW(p), N,(P), N,(P)). 
The cyclic algebra D(p) = (K(cJ, 0, -1) has p-local index 2(p) and 
l-local index 1 for all primes 1 =f p. 
The crossed-product algebra A(a) = (L/K, a), made with a factor set (Y on 
Gal(L/K) having values in W, has p-local index NI( p) if the pairing Y associated 
with LY has the property that Y(0, CT- 2tX(p)[p) has order NI( p) and Pi has order 
less than N,(p). 
The crossed product B(p, q, CX) = (L(c,)/K, CX) has p-local index N,(p) if 
(1) (Y is a factor set on G with values in W and the pairing Y associated 
with 01 satisfies the three conditions 
481/41/2-13 
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(a) Y(T, r) = 1 for 7, y  E C n Gal&/K); 
(b) Y(0, P(P)) has order N,(p), where (T) = Gal@(&); 
(c) pp(ol) has order Zess than N,(p); and 
(2) q is an odd prime such that p is not a square module q. 
Proof. Once we have the results of Theorem 2.2, this is exactly the same 
as [4, Theorems 3 and 51. 
The results of this section are very satisfying, for they show that for odd 
primes p, the p-local indices of elements in S(K) can be calculated in the 
same way, regardless of which field K is being considered. The only exceptions 
to these rules occur at the 2-local indices of elements in S(K). These will be 
considered in the next section. 
3. THE ~-LOCAL INDICES 
In this section we compute the possible 2-local indices of elements in 
S(K), . 
We shall keep the notation of Section 1 and fix the following. 
L = Q(+) is the least cyclotomic field containing K; 
q is either 4 or an odd prime; 
F = L(E,,); 
F is a prime divisor of 2 in K; 
0 = e(2) is a generator of the inertia group of q~ in G; 
+ = #(2) is a Frobenius automorphism of q~ in G; 
+ = CGLJ, where 4 is in C (let x = 0 if G/C is cyclic); 
f  = f(2) is the residue class degree of v  over 2; 
2~ is the power of 2 dividingf(2). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that a is a factor set on G with values in W. Then 
the 2-local index of the class [(F/K, CX)] is 1 if e(c) f  5-l and is equal to the 
order of 
cD2(a) = (a(6, #J)/cz($, e))qa(e, e))- 
if 8(iJ = c-1. 
Proof. I f  0(t) # t-l, then S(K), is trivial by either [7, Theorem 5.31 or 
[3, Theorem 51. For the remainder of the proof we shall assume that 6(c) = 5-i. 
Let (F/K, E) = C Fu, , and set 
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If /\ is odd, then 
u,(l + 5”)q = O(l + P)P U&e , 
= (1 f  5y4p,g . 
I f  h is even, then 
Set 
uspizud = 6(p/2)5A 2irntde = <AI~u~u~, 
s=l+<” if X is odd, 
= pv if X is even. 
Let K, be the completion of K at v, and let R be the subfield of Kq @ ,F 
fixed by 0. 
We have 
where (Ka(c4), 8, ~(0, 0)) and (R, 4, (6u,$@i) are cyclic crossed product 
algebras. We have identified 0 and 4 with their restrictions to KJQ) and R, 
respectiveIy. 
Let <P> = GW2(d/Q2). Then 
Since the index of [@a(~~), p, a(C9, O))] is the order of a(e, O), the index of 
[(KJEa), 6, cy(f?, e))] is the order of (a(&, i3))CK+QZJ = (a(@, 8))2”-zf, 
Now let V and V’ be the valuations in K, and Km(c4) respectively. Then 
v((su,)lq = 1,‘2V’((SU,$)1”1) 
ItJ-1 
= l/2 2 V’($qS)), 
j=O 
since @I is a unit. I f  h is odd, then dj(S) IS a p rime element in Km(c4) for allj. 
So in this case the invariant of [R, 4, (6ud)idl)] is (14 l/2)// (b / = 4 . Hence 
the index is 2, which is the order of (cA)28m1. If  h is even, then y(S) is a unit in 
Kw(e4) for allj. So in this case [(R, 4, (6u,)l”l)] has index 1, which is again the 
order of (t;A)s”-‘. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now need to discover exactly when a factor set 01 such that Q2(a) has 
order 2 exists. 
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THEOREM 3.2. There exists a factor set LY on G with values in W such that 
djz(a) has order 2 if and only if O(c) = 5-l and one of the following occurs. 
(1) 2S-2f (2) is odd, 
(2) G/C is cyclic and 4 is not a square in C, 
(3) G/C is not cyclic and x is odd, or 
(4) G/C is not cyclic and 5, crzt, and &s2” are not squares in C. 
Proof. I f  8(c) # c-r, then S(K), is trivial So we shall assume that 
0(l) = 5-l throughout the proof. 
First assume that 2”-y(2) is odd. Th en, picking a so that a(0, 0) = -1 is 
the only nontrivial image of OL, we get @a(a) = -1. 
Now suppose that G/C is cyclic and 4 is not a square in C. We are in the 
situation of Proposition 1.2 with o = 0, u2 = 1, and r = s. So 2” divides V 
which means that condition (M6) places no limitations on any of the & . 
Let 4 = ~2~62 ... ~2. At least one of the ti is odd, say tj . Then set pi = 5 
and cj = <Ylr~1/2, where Y(2r-l - 1) = 1 mod 2”. Let ,!& and E* be 1 for 
i # j, and set Y(y, p) = 1 for all 7, p in C. Then 
Hence @a(cx) = (<tj)2s-’ = - 1. 
Now suppose that G/C is not cyclic. We are in the situation of Proposi- 
tion 1.5 with p = 8. Let 4 = (T%$$ ... ~2 and ozt = ~“11~2 .‘. ~2. We may 
assume that 2t does not divide ai for any i, since otherwise we could replace u 
with r~$!~~. 
Assume that x is odd, If  azt = 1, then set co = 4” and yi = 1 for 
i = 1, 2,..., K. Otherwise set yy  = <-u for some j such that aj # 0, and set 
yi -= 1 for i # j. This can be done since 2t divides U. Observe that in either 
case each yi has order less than 2”. Now set 6, = 5 and condition (N8) is 
satisfied. Let Y be the skew pairing such that Y(q, CL) = 1 for all v, p in C. 
Now define elements &, E< for i = 1, 2,..., K so that (N6), (N7), and (N9) 
are satisfied. By Proposition 1.5, this system determines a factor set n on G 
with values in W. Further, we have 
Hence Q2(a) = (8,,x)2’-1 = -1. 
Now assume that neither [, nor 02*, nor .$02” is a square in C. Then for 
some j and 1, a$, + a$, is odd. Suppose that a5 and t, are odd. Then set 
y1 = 5 and yj = [Y, where yai ES -al mod 2”. For i # j or 1 set yi = ai = 
ci = 1. Further, let U/(T~, TJ = Y(T, , T$) = -1 and #(Ti , 7) = 1 for i # j 
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and 7 in C. Set 6, = y;2’-1, 6, = y;2r-1, cj = y;lTjl” and cl = y;l’ll’*. This 
system satisfies conditions (N6), (N7), (N8), and (N9) so it determines a factor 
set 01 on G with values in W. We have 
Now by the construction, rij has order less than 2” and r:z has order 2s. 
Hence Q2(a) = (y~~~~)2s-1 = -1. 
Now let LX be any factor set on G with values in W. Since ~(0, 0) is fixed by 0, 
~(0, 6’) is in { 1, -l}. Hence if 2s-2f is even, (a(O, O))2’-af = 1. 
If  G/C is cyclic and $ is a square in C, then 
If G/C is not cyclic, x is even, and [ is a square in C, then 
ca(e, +)j+, ep+ = (s; fj y;‘)$‘-l 
i=l 
Now suppose that G/C is not cyclic, x is even, and Use is a square in C. We 
have 
Y(&, TJ = 
( 
fi !qp, 3-J 
1 
2 = 1. 
j=l 
Hence 1 = 6~“~ = ~y+~-l, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. But r + t - 1 = s - 1, so 
(ge, +)/ol(+, ey-1 = (s,z n y:j2’M1 
= 9284 - 1 
0 -- 
Finally, suppose that G/C is not cyclic, x is even, and ~$2~ is a square in C. 
Thus a, is odd if and only if ti is odd for i = 1, 2,..., k. Now by condition 
(N8)(b), there must be an even number ofj’s such that rF$ has order 2*. But 
rj”i has order 2” if and only if rj”l has order 2” so there are an even number 
ofj’s such that rj”j has order 2”. Hence nF=, ~2 has order dividing 28-1. So 
w, +)b(c, q)*s-l = 1. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let e = r+(q), where 6 is in Gal(L/K([)) and T generates 
Gal(L(c,)/L). Then the maximum 2-local index of an element in S(K),is 1 or 2, 
and is 2 only when O(c) = 5-l and one of the following occurs. 
(1) 2”-y(2) is odd; 
(2) G/C is cyclic and (b is not a square in C; 
(3) G/C is not cyclic and x is odd; 
(4) G/C is not cyclic and E’, 8, and 02*r are not squares in Gal(L/K(c)); 
(5) G/C is not cyclic, f(2) is odd, and & is not a square in C. 
Proof. The corollary follows directly from Theorem 3.2 in cases (l)-(4). 
For (5), observe that by picking q so that 2 is not a square modulo q we get 
that the power of 2 dividing u(q) is the same as that dividing f (2). So for this 
choice of q, [ and a2”[ are not squares in C. 
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